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Enel Group
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One of the world’s largest utilities with a vision to change the way the world
uses energy
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Flexible assets, any market, worldwide

Enel X - Flexibility Solutions



Proven track record across industries
Enel X helps more than 6,000 organizations around the globe
maximize their DR participation
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New England
Demand Response
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ISOs/RTOs sit above the utility companies and organize the distribution and sale
of electricity in de-regulated markets. DR is one of their tools to ensure grid
reliability and to keep costs down.

How does Demand Response Work?

Grid Disruption

Available Electricity Supply

6 PM2 PM10 AM6 AM

Electricity
Demand

Enel X responds
to grid emergency,
reducing demand across
its DR network

• Balancing supply and demand on the electricity grid is difficult and expensive.

• Curtailing usage during grid emergencies is a cost-effective alternative to building more power plants.

• Grid emergencies can be due to extreme weather, wholesale price spikes, or unexpected system issues.

• Local utilities also have to manage their regional peak demand, so there are also utility DR programs
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Markets Open for New Enrollment
North American and Global Footprint

North America: Global:

PJM: NE-ISO: NYISO: ERCOT:

Delaware New Jersey Massachusetts New York Texas

DC Ohio New Hampshire

Illinois Pennslyvannia Rhode Island

Indiana Virginia

Maryland West Virginia

Currently closed to new enrollment: TVA and CAISO

Australia Poland

Canada South Korea

Ireland Taiwan

Japan United Kingdom

New Zealand United States

Coming Soon: Chile, Italy, Brazil



RTO/ISO Territory Minimum Enrollment Guidelines

PJM
PA, NJ, DE, DC, MD, VA, WV, OH, AEP’s territory in IN, ComED
Territory in IL

200 kW for ELRP
1 MW for Sync or Econ

ISO-NE
NH, RI and MA. CT in 2020. VT in coming years, no ME any time
soon.

100 kW Eastern MA and RI
250 kW Western MA and NH

ERCOT
CenterPoint and Oncor utility territories which cover the majority of
TX except West TX. Most coop utilities do not participate.

200 kW for ERS
3 MW for LR

IESO
All of Ontario, but the rates are only good in Southern areas where
there is more population.

300 kW DR
500 kW demand to qualify for GA

NY-ISO
All of NY state, but the rates are best in NYC, Long Island and the
Hudson Valley

50 kW NYC
200 kW Hudson Valley & Long
Island
1 MW Rest of state

Qualification Criteria by DR Program
Rules of Thumb:
• Qualified sites are usually spending more than $15k/month on electricity
• Annual demand response earnings are often about as much as one month of electricity costs
• Anytime the customer is with a local municipal it’s best to provide a bill to Enel X to verify eligibility
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How do customers participate?
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Frequency of events: Depending on the program, 2-5+ events in a 5 yr period. Events are
typically 3-4 hrs. long. Most programs have an annual 1 hr. audit if no events occur that year.

Facility Type Examples How do they participate?
What % shut down

is typical?

Cold Storage
Refrigerated warehouses - 50k
Sq. Ft+

Adjust set points, pre-chill the space and keep it
insulated, reduce lighting, run compliant
generators.

25-75%

Conditioned Space
Large school or university
buildings, office buildings, hotels,
casinos - 100k Sq. Ft.+

Reduce lighting, adjust HVAC set points, cycle air
handlers, reduce chillers, unplug unnecessary
loads, run compliant generators.

10-20%

Critical Loads
Hospitals, data centers - 50K Sq.
Ft+

Turn off non-essential equipment in back offices,
reduce lighting, run compliant generators

10-20%

Heavy Industrial
Large scale manufacturing,
lumber mills, aggregates,
foundries, mining

Turn off equipment, slow fans, motors and
compressors; run lower energy intensity part of
process and stockpile; shift to maintenance
activities; run compliant generators

25-100%

Light Industrial
Food processing,
pharmaceutical, recycling,
printing, plastics

See conditioned space and cold storage; turn off
or slow processing, motors, fans, conveyor belts,
sorting equipment, drying units; shit to
maintenance activities; run compliant generators

25-100%

Water Treatment
Waste water and water treatment
plants

Reduce fan and pump use; use on-site storage to
delay processing; run compliant generators

25-100%



New England Programs Comparison
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New England DR National Grid C&I (Pilot) Eversource C&I (Pilot)

DR Types Curtailment and permitted generation

Program Period &
Hours

Jun 1 - May 31; 24x7x365
Summer: Jun - Nov, Apr - May
Winter: Dec - Mar

Jun 1 - Sept 30; 11:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Summer: Jun 1 - Sept 30; 1:00 PM –
6:00 PM and Winter: Dec 1 - Mar 31;
8:00 AM – 6:00 PM

Dispatch Notification 30 minutes Day-ahead 30 minutes

Response Duration Less than 4 hours, on average 3 hours, from 2pm - 5pm 1-4 hours

Expected Dispatches 1-2 annually, on average ~ 6 (20 hours max)
Summer: ~10 dispatches (20 hrs max)
Winter: 2 dispatches (8 hrs max)

Testing Requirement 1 per season, if no dispatches None 1 per season, if no dispatches

Payments Capacity Payments (for being on stand-by) & Energy Payments (for event performance)

Costs and Penalties No costs to participate or penalties, but payments are based on average performance delivered during the season

Payment Example
(1,000 kW enrollment)

Capacity: $40,000-$70,000,
depending on zone

Energy*: $2,400

Capacity: $28,000
Energy: na

Capacity: $30,000
Energy*: $9,000

* Energy payments are dependent on market rates at the time of dispatch.

Exclusive
Enel X offer!



Payment Examples for New England Programs
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* Ranges from $40-$70 p/kW, depending in what zone you’re your site(s) are located
# Energy payments are dependent on market rates at the time of dispatch.

† Assumes 4 dispatch hours (1 4-hr event) called annually

‡ Assumes 20 dispatch hours (10 2-hr events) called annually

New England DR National Grid C&I Eversource C&I

Est. Payment
Type & Rate

kW Reduced

Capacity*

$70 p/kW
Energy#†

$.60 p/kWh
Capacity
$28 p/kW

Energy
NA

Capacity
$30 p/kW

Energy#‡

$.45 p/kWh

200 kW $14,000 $480 $5,600 - $6,000 $1,800

500 kW $35,000 $1,200 $14,000 - $15,000 $4,500

1,000 kW $70,000 $2,400 $28,000 - $30,000 $9,000

Exclusive
Enel X offer!



Why do customers choose to enroll with Enel X?
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No fees: Zero upfront or recurring fees for demand response participation

No penalties: We fully shelter our customers from penalties

Free real time metering and software gives our clients visibility of their

performance and earnings

Customized seasonal nominations ensure customers maximize their earnings

throughout the year

We leverage a data-driven approach to optimize nominations and set accurate

expectations with customers

Enel X is in more demand response markets in North America than any other

provider

Backed by Enel, Enel X can invest in upgrading our customers’ generators to

make them compliant for use in DR, or for new batteries to be installed to help

customers manage their peak load

Risk Free

Data Driven

Market Leader



On-Site Generation for
Demand Response
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Enrolling Generators in Demand Response
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• Easy – Enel X can help you set up remote start
capabilities for your generator so participation is as easy
as hitting a button, or simply have Enel X start it for you

• Generator Upgrade Program: For diesel generators
that were installed before 2006, Enel X can often pay to
retro-fit and re-permit it DR compliance.

• Less disruptive – With a generator, you don’t
necessarily have to turn off equipment and can use a
closed transition switch so there is no power disruption
when the load is transferred.

EnerNOC site server reads
pulse from the utility meter

An Enel X site server can be used to remotely communicate with a relay in the ATS
to start a generator or initiate a script in a BMS

Meter readings are uploaded every 5
minutes to cloud-based software.

• More program access – Generators make it easier to
enroll in multiple DR programs, or layer in a peak
management program, because of their fast and reliable
dispatch capabilities.

• Verification of back-up systems – When your back-up
power system is enrolled in a DR program, it provides
independent verification of your site’s resilience, giving
your customers and employees greater assurance

• Reduce risk – Reduce the risk of a power disruption risk
for your business and receive a financial ROI!

Enel X will help you navigate generator compliance requirements
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Enel X will help you navigate compliance requirements, and will pay for and
manage the upgrade project using some of the DR earnings, so you have no out
of pocket cost and no need to hassle with vendors

Backup Generator Upgrade Program

No fees: Zero upfront or recurring fees for demand response participation

Enel X manages the project on your behalf

Earn Demand Response Payments with backup generators

Enel X pays for cost of generator upgrade project

Compliant generators are enrolled in Demand Response (DR) to earn payments

Pay back Enel X by allocating part of DR payments over 2-3 years

Customer provides Enel X with generator info

Gather project cost estimates

Review business case and structure financing

Finalize contracting

Vendor completes upgrades and testing

Customer starts earning demand response payments

Benefits

How it Works

Timeline (3 - 6 months)



Energy Storage and
Optimization Software
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How Does an Energy Storage System Work?
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An energy storage system consists of lithium-ion
batteries, power conversion equipment, and
controls/software

The batteries are charged when the cost of electricity is
cheap (at night/off peak) and discharged when system
peak probability is high.

Batteries increase a site’s flexibility for demand
response, reduce the cost to curtail, while maintaining
productivity at your site

DER.OS



Enel X Storage
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Low Risk Technology Access Deal Structure Options Best Bottom Line

Enel X is an $84B global
utility company with
operations in over 30
countries, so you have the
security of working with a
long-standing & financially
robust partner. This is
especially important in
long term project
partnership agreements.

Storage system
technology evolves
quickly, so by remaining
agnostic we’re able to use
the best available
technology at all times.

Enel X is able to offer an
in-house PPA, shared
savings, or cash purchase
deal structures to help
optimize the economics
for customers and simplify
contracting.

DER.OS is a best in class
operating control system.
Optimizing DER.OS along
with Enel X’s proven
market expertise means
we can optimize your
system operations to
deliver the best possible
bottom line.



You will need the Assets

Algoma Orchards: 450 kW solar PV, 520 kW / 1,040 kWh
Lith-Ion Battery Storage

Marcus Garvey Village: 400 kW solar PV, 300 kW / 1,200
kWh Lith-Ion Battery Storage, 400 kW Fuel Cell

Enel X coordinates financial models, incentive applications, permitting, EPC
work, and even will fully fund certain MA projects – No CapEx requirement
for customers
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Site-Level Controls

- Site Optimization Engine

- Real-time demand management

- Connection to site utility meter

User Interface

- View real-time
performance

- View value streams

- View historical information

Utility & Market
Interfaces

- Utility tariffs

- Electricity prices

- Demand response

Site Awareness

– Demand profile

– Weather

– Time of day

Cloud-Based Platform

Network Optimization Engine

– Intelligent aggregation

– Global modeling and analytics

Distributed Energy Resources

– Battery Storage

– Solar PV

– Generator

– Fuel Cell

– E-Vehicle

– Etc.

Enel X’s proprietary DER Optimization Software is best-in-class with highly
sophisticated machine-learning software and AI algorithms

You will also need to control/optimize the Assets

DER.OS



Enel X’s DER Optimization Software
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- Reduced energy spend

- Increased demand
response earnings- Site demand profile

- Weather

- Utility tariffs

- Energy prices

- Demand response

- Intelligent aggregation and
load shifting

- Responding to price signals

- Battery charging and
maintenance of battery life

Optimizes Dispatch
of Distributed Energy
ResourcesLearns All

Relevant Data

Maximizes
Economic
Value



The SMART Program

Solar Massachusetts Renewable Target Program

- Launched by the MA Dept. of Energy Resources
and the state’s electric utilities

- 1,600 MW AC declining block tariff program that
provides fixed Base Compensation Rates to
qualified generators. SMART program’s
declining block structure means less incentive
money will be available for those who wait

- Incentives available for solar projects with
capacity up to 5 MW – Additional Incentives for
bundling in battery storage

The key to solar-plus-storage in Massachusetts
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